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Culture is a word that is thrown around a lot, but is 
difficult to explain. Probably one of the major and easiest 
way of defining culture can be done through food. Food 
is now a major motivation for a lot of travellers choosing 

their destination. This food guide will take you on a 
journey to the oldest restaurants of Pune city. These 

restaurants are close to about 75-100 years old and have 
immensely interesting stories to tell. 

With their unique back stories, from serving food to 
freedom fighters to opening a restaurant to compete

with a friend, join us, taste wise and be a part of what 
makes Pune. 

A food guide to the oldest restaurants of Pune city

Taste Wise
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Restaurants that were established before the year 1950 
hold higher significance to the topic ‘traditional aspects 
of Pune’ and at the same time is a wide enough time 

period to have multiple restaurants fall under this 
category, providing variety and options for the audience. 

Food is something that does not focus only on certain
people, age group, caste etc. It caters to every human

being and is something that is unavoidable.

I chose this topic so that I would have a wide range of
audience that I could choose from, that being teenagers,

adults, Punekars as well as tourists.
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• A color palette in which all the colors 
could carry black as well as white text.

• Versatile colors, warm and cool.

• These colors help complement the 
decided tone of  the book.

• For example yellow for positivity, blue 
for calm, white for airy etc. 
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Ever been to a restaurant and found 
it to be closed or not to your liking? 
Not to worry. We will guide you to the 
restaurants most suited for you. Here 
are a few questions to answer to guide 
yourself down the flow chart and into 
the mouths of delicious food serving 
restaurants.

Q1. What meal of the day are you

Q2. What day of the week is it?

Q3. What is your preferred 

Q4. What type of dining are you 

Use the color codes to answer the last 
two questions and the flow chart will 
guide you to the page with information 
about the restaurants that are best 
suited for you.    

Find a restaurant
that is best suited for you!
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price range?

looking for? 
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BREAKFAST/ SNACK

What price range 
do you prefer?

What type of 
dining are you 
looking for?

Refer to pages

Price Range
Rps. 1-350

Price Range
Rps. 350+
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Sunday

Monday

Monday

Tuesday- Saturday

Tuesday- Saturday

LUNCH KEY:

What price range 
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What type of 
dining are you 
looking for?
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DINNER
7:30 am to 11:30 am7:30 pm to 12:00 pm

11:30 am to 4:00 pm

4:00 pm to 7:30 pm
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BADSHAHI
1945

Certain chain of events are not always 
the happiest however, the death of her 
great grandfather in law, grandfather 
in law and then husband, only led Ms. 
Medha Sahastrabuddhi to introduce 
this list of food items (usal, batata 
wada, batata toast, kachori etc.) that 
have shot the number of customers 
through the roof. A place that you 
cannot enter with a frown because
the aroma will get to you from within
a mile, after which you won’t be
doing much of way finding but more
of a ‘floating and following the trail

Restaurant
of smell’ (this is where your favorite 
cartoon comes to life). This 1945 
established restaurant has been
visited by many Marathi actors after 
their performances at Tilaks Marak.
So if you won’t take our word for it,
at least rely on the famous people 
because people who set examples, 
try never to go wrong. As you enter, 
the counter to your left and the 
amazement ahead will only get you 
attached to the place, the people and 
of course, without a doubt; the food. 

“It’s like my second dining room. 
I’ve been visiting Badshahi since 
school days. It’ll give the perfect
feel of what Maharashtrian food 
really is. It’s a definite must try.”

“I like this place so much that I’m 
always looking for reasons to visit.”

their abundant upwas (fasting) snack items

“Authentic, pure veg, Marathi style food. 
Moderate spicy, moderate oily, lightning 
fast service. I wish no one misses out on 
this place, not even my enemies.”

“Badshahi has always been my go to 
place. What ever mood I’m in, seems 
to turn into “extremely satisfied” after 
every visit. This place always lives up
to its standards.”

“I would rate this place a 4.5/5 for
every single aspect of this place.”

Plot 1648, Bal Gangadhar
Tikal Rd, Sadashiv Peth,
Pune, Maharashtra - 411030, India.

(+91) 976-331-1658
(+91) 942-300-1516

200 for two

ADDRESS

TIMINGS

DISHES

INFO

PRICE

CONTACT

Tuesday to Sunday
11:30 am to 2:30 pm
& 8:00 pm to 10:00 pm
Monday closed 

Potato Toast, Puneri Toast, 
Maharashtrian Thali,
Buttermilk, Vada, Patal Bhaji 

Cash only             Veg only
Indoor seating      Non ac            
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MUSINGS
& ABOUT“...customers of Badshahi Restaurant
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“These people always make alterations 
exactly how I ask them to. It’s almost 
as though they can read my mind, and 
understand my taste buds.” 

“One of the jewels of old Pune.
A little eerie timing but the food 
is so good that I make other plans 
keeping in mind the timings of 
this place so they don’t hinder
my prabha visits.” 

“I have never been disappointed by
this place. I can eat the batata vada
they serve for all three meals of my
day, without thinking twice. Literal 
mouthwatering dishes that are too
good to be true.”

(+91) 992-327-8122

100 for two

ADDRESS

TIMINGS

DISHES

INFO

PRICE

CONTACT

Monday to Saturday
8:30 am to 12:00 pm
& 4:30 pm to 8:30 pm
Sunday closed

Missal, Khichdi, Batata 
Vada, Sabudana Vada

Cash only              Veg only
Indoor seating       Non ac        

Opposite Kesariwada, Kelkar 
Road, Narayan Peth, Pune, 
Maharashtra - 411030, India.

Taste Wise  Prabha Vishranti Gruha Taste Wise  Prabha Vishranti Gruha

MUSINGS
& ABOUT“...customers of Prabha Vishranti Gruha
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AND LET US
SEAT YOU
AT YOUR 
MOST SUITEDTASTE

BUDS,

EXPLORE THE
CULTURE OF
PUNE CITY 
THROUGH YOUR

Seize your ‘Taste Wise’ copy today at book stalls of Old 
Pune, for a guide to the oldest restaurants of Pune.

Rps. 449/-

PROMOTIONAL DESIGN

THE CULTURE OF PUNE CITY

TASTE BUDS
THROUGH YOUR
EXPLORE 

LET US SEAT YOU AT YOUR MOST SUITED

Download your ‘Taste Wise’ copy 
today, for a guide to the oldest 

restaurants of Pune.

EXPLORE THE CULTURE OF
PUNE CITY THROUGH YOUR

LET US SEAT YOU AT YOUR MOST SUITED

Seize your ‘Taste Wise’ copy today at 
your nearest book stalls, for a guide 

to the oldest restaurants of Pune. 

TASTE

BUDS.
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